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Utterly compelling, brilliantly written, You deserve nothing is a captivating tale about teachers and students, of
moral uncertainties and the coming of adulthood. It heralds the arrival of a brilliant new voice in fiction.
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"You Deserve Nothing is a bracing, challenging, enthralling debut. It is a novel that rings true from first page
to last, refusing the false notion of easy choices, inhabiting, rather, the moral maze of lived life.
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I was fairly delighted, about a hundred pages into You Deserve Nothing, to see the squiggles from the cover
image near the top of the page, presented as an excerpt from the notebook of one of the book's narrators.
Gilad Fisher has just moved to Paris, and is a senior at the International School of France, where one of his
classes is a seminar ...
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review 1: Set in the year 2002 in a Parisian International high school Will Silver, a 30 something English
teacher first appears as a popular, charismatic educator who engages his students in political, religious and
moral debates tied to literature by Camus and Sartre. He tells his students that each individual gets out of
literature something very different than the next person because of ...
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You Deserve Nothing: A Novel by Alexander Maksik. Alexander Maksik's You Deserve Nothing is a book
about fame -- which is to say, it's a book about a young male English teacher at a small private high school.
William Silver is a rock star at ISF, a school for international students in Paris.
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You Deserve Nothing Quotes (showing 1-9 of 9) â€œCowards spend their lives alone. Either with people who
can't hurt them, or with no one at all.â€• â€• Alexander Maksik, You Deserve Nothing. 29 likes. Like â€œThe
thing is you have to fight the whole time. You can't stop. Otherwise you just end up somewhere, bobbing in
the middle of a life you ...
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you deserve nothing alexander pdf Ã¢â‚¬Å“You Deserve Nothing is a powerful, absorbing novel and
Alexander Maksik is an unusually gifted writer.Ã¢â‚¬Å¡ Ã¢â‚¬â€œ Tom Perrotta, Author of Little Children,
Election, and The Leftovers Ã¢â‚¬Å“The phrase Ã¢â‚¬Ëœbrilliant
You Deserve Nothing Alexander Maksik - argentumstudios.com
Set in Paris, at an international high school catering to the sons and daughters of wealthy families, You
Deserve Nothing is a gripping story of power, idealism, and morality. William Silver is a talented and
charismatic young teacher whose unconventional methods raise eyebrows among his colleagues and
superiors.
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How to Stop Thinking You Deserve Nothing In this Article: Changing Your Thinking Reducing Negative
Energy Changing Your Behavior Getting Help Community Q&A Sometimes feelings of low self-esteem can
turn into the feeling that you donâ€™t deserve anything good.
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You Deserve Nothing Less Than Love. You Deserve Nothing. by Alexander Maksik. 3.60 of 3,735. Less Than
Nothing (Less Than Nothing, #1) by R.E. Blake. 3.88 of 700
Search by Title: You Deserve Nothing Less Than Love
Nothing less than the quintessential American martiniâ€¦ It is simple, elegant, and always refined. This
Manhattan is sure to enliven your senses.
We pride ourselves in maintaining of spirits and using the
You Deserve Nothing could do with restraint elsewhere, too: by page 100 we have had a teacher-pupil affair,
domestic violence, a murder and a discussion about the existence of God. Although the ...
You Deserve Nothing by Alexander Maksik â€“ review | Books
You can search throughout the entire universe for someone who is more deserving of your love and affection
than you are yourself, and that person is not to be found anywhere. You yourself, as much as anybody in the
entire universe deserve your love and affection.
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